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NUMERICAL MODELING OF SYMPATHETIC DETONATION

by

Allen L. Bowman, James D. Kershner, and Charles L. Mader

ABSTRACT

The sympathetic detonation of small cubes of solid rocket propellant was
modeled numerically, using the Eulerian reactive hydrodynamic code 2DE
with Forest Fire burn rates. The model was applied to cubes of 1-3 in., with
excellent agreement between calculated and experimental results. The
model also was applied to several propellants and to different experimental
arrangements. The blast-wave pressures in the air gap and the induced
shock pressures in the acceptor were obtained from the model. The correla-
tion between these pressures was coupled with a study of the effect of the
length-to-diameter ratio of a donor cylinder and the necessary conditions for
detonation of the acceptor to provide a semiquantitative predictive
capability.

I. INTRODUCTION

A major problem in the handling and storage of munitions, and of explosive materials in
general, is sympathetic detonation, which is the detonation of nearby explosive objects by the
blast or debris from a primary explosion. Concern with the problem of sympathetic detonation
has increased with the coming of rocketry and the high-impulse solid fuels that are being
developed for propellants. These fuels are composed mainly of explosive substances.

Critical separation distances are needed to prevent the propagation of an explosive reaction
from one motor to another. Another problem is the possibility of the propagation of an impact-
initiated detonation through a series of propellant fragments in a damaged motor resulting in the
detonation of the remaining propellant grain.

Hercules, Inc., and the Thiokol Corp. have performed an extensive experimental study of the
sympathetic detonation of selected rocket propellants under the cognomen “A Joint Venture. ”
They have studied the effects of size, shape, damage, method of initiation, and other variables.
We at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory are modeling the sympathetic detonation experi-
ments numerically to provide a better understanding of the details of the process and a means for
predicting results of future tests.

.

II. EXPERIMENT AND MODEL

The numerical study of sympathetic detonation has been directed primarily toward a single
test. This test involves two 2-in. cubes of VRO propellant mounted as shown in Fig. 1. The cube
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within which a detonation is first initiated is defined as the donor cube. The other cube, which is
assumed to be affected by the detonation of the donor cube, is called the acceptor cube. The
donor cube is backed by a steel plate, and is initiated by a J-2 cap inserted through a hole in the
plate. The extent of reaction of ,the acceptor cube is determined by the effect on a lead witness
cylinder. Typical postexperiment witness cylinders that illustrate such effects are shown in Fig.
2. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.

The computation of sympathetic detonation behavior was performed with the two-dimensional
Eulerian reactive hydrodynamic code 2DE102using the Forest Fire burn rate.’l$ The equation-of-
state data used in these calculations are given in App. A. The Forest Fire burn rate parameters
and Pop plot data are given in App. B, The 2-in. cubes of the experiment were modeled by
equivalent cylinders, 2.8678 cm in radius and 5.0738 cm long, with a 0.002% difference in volume
and a O.l% difference in surface area of the matched faces. Calculations for the experimental
cubes were made with these equivalent cylinders. The model geometry is shown in Fig. 4. The cap
initiation was modeled by an initial hot spot of 0.8824 cm in radius and length.

The same model was used for experiments with 1- and 3-in. cubes. It was also used without the
steel backing to determine the effect of the plate. The effect of impact initiation of the donor cube
was studied by eliminating the hot spot and giving the plate or the donor cube an initial velocity.
The flying plate experiment was modeled by giving the plate an initial velocity. The donor cube
was given an initial velocity in an end-on approximation of the actual shotgun-type experiment
in which the acceptor sample is located to the side.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The detonation behavior of a VRO donor cylinder is shown in Fig. 5 by a series of contour plots
of mass fraction, pressure, and density. The mass fraction W is defined such that W = 1 for a
solid and W = Ofor a gas, with a continuous variation between these limits for a burning propel-
lant. The calculated detonation pressure in the donor cylinder is steady at approximately 28
GPa, in good agreement with the C-J pressure of 29.2 GPa obtained from a BKW calculati’on.~
The progress of the blast wave through the air gap and of the shock wave in the acceptor cylinder
is shown by isopycnic plots in Fig. 6. The initiation and propagation of a detonation in the accep-
tor cylinder are shown by mass fraction contour plots in Fig. 7.

These figures describe the results of the calculation for simulated 2-in. cubes of VRO with a
separation distance of 3.1 cm, but the general features of Figs. 5 and 6 are repeated in all calcula-
tions, with change of magnitude only. The length of run to detonation, which appears in Fig. 7 as
the distance from the face of the cylinder to the first point of complete reaction (W = O), increases
with increasing separation distance to an abrupt transition to a very limited reaction (W > 0.9).

The critical separation distance is defined as the midpoint between the longest gap for which
detonation occurs and the shortest gap for which no detonation occurs. It appears from com-
parison with experimental results that the critical separation distance represents the observed
transition from high-order detonation to a low-order detonation. Thus, a very significant reaction
can be induced by a shock that is too weak to produce a direct shock-initiated detonation. This
phenomenon cannot be described by our present numerical model.

The most complete calculations have been carried out on simulated 2-in. cubes of VRO. These
include the basic experiment and numerical studies of the effect of removing the steel backing

plate and of impact initiation of the donor cylinder against a steel plate. The calculated critical
separation distances for various conditions are compared in Table I. The effect of cube size on the
critical separation distance was studied with simulated 1-, 2-, and 3-in. cubes of VRO. The
calculated values are compared with experimental results in Fig. 8. Note that extrapolation of
the fitted straight line in Fig. 8 to 8-in. cubes gives a predicted critical separation distance of
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TABLE I

CRITICAL SEPARATION DISTANCE

cm—

Cap Initiation 3.64
1.3-cm steel backing plate

Cap Initiation 3.42
No support plate

Impact Initiation 4.08
Flying steel plate (1.3 cm)
(V. = 0.1 cm/~s)a

Impact Initiation 2.98
Shotgun against steel
(V. = 0.1 cm/ps)a

. TABLE II

CRITICAL SEPARATION DISTANCE

Calculated Experimental
Propellant (in.) (in.)

VOP-7 2.8 + 0.9” ---

VRO 1.4 * 0.1” 1.0- 1.5
VRP 1.2 ● 0.2” 0.5- 1.0

VTQ-2 2.6 + 0.2’ . . .

“The uncertaintyin the calculateddistanceis one-
half the distancebetweencalculatedgo and no-go
separationdistances.

‘The velocityat impact of the flyingplate
on the shotgunsampleis VO.

17.02 cm, whereas a high-order detonation has been observed experimentally at 30.48 cm. Thus,
one must be careful when extending these results to significantly larger samples. The calculated
critical separation distances for simulated 2-in. cubes of several different propellants are shown
in Table II.

The shock pressures that are induced in the acceptor cube are determined by performing the
calculation with no decomposition reaction allowed in the acceptor. The shock pressures along
the cylindrical axis are shown in Fig. 9 for a simulated 2-in. cube of VRO with a 3.2-cm gap. The
maximum induced pressures in VRO are shown in Fig. 10 as a function of separation distance for
different size cubes. The data points are fitted to a curve of the form p = Ax-n.

The calculated shock pressures and lengths of run to detonation show very good agreement
with the Pop plot for VRO. (See Fig. 17. ) The run distance at the critical separation distance, ob-
tained from the induced pressure curves of Fig. 10 and the Pop plot, is approximately 0.75 times
the cylindrical radius of the simulated cube.

The blast pressures that are developed in the air gap are shown in Fig. 11 for the three VRO
cube sizes of this study. They are the pressures calculated along the cylinder axis of the simulated
cubes. These pressures are found to scale with the cube root of the mass. The air shock wave’
decays quickly to approximately 0.01 GPa, and then decays more slowly. It is followed by the
much stronger detonation products shock wave, which is clearly the cause of the direct shock-
initiated detonation. The observed shock pressures at the critical separation distance are sum-
marized in Table HI. The variation of the peak blast pressure with separation distance is shown
in Fig. 12.

The maximum shock pressure in the acceptor is found to be related to the peak blast pressure
by the equation

,,. !. . .

p~ = 11.75 p#8 ,
. . .. . . ,

. . .
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TABLE III

SYMPATHETIC DETONATION OF VRO

Cube Size (in.) 1 2 3—— —

Critical Separation Distance (mm) 12.7 36.4 57.9
Induced Shock Pressure” (GPa) 4.98 3.64 3.44
Run Length (from Pop plot) (mm) 10.9 23.3 26.8
Run LengthfRadius 0.76 0.81 0.62
Maximum Blast Pressure (GPa) 0.29 0.18 0.15

‘The induced shock rmessure (D, in GPa) is related to the separation distance (r
in mm) by PI = Ar:”. “--

A 100 292 254
n 1.18 1.22 1.06

where the induced shock pressure pr and the blast pressure p~ are in GPa. This relation is approx-
imately valid for all three cube sizes within the limits of the data.

The effect of varying the length-to-diameter ratio, .41d, of the donor cylinder was determined
from a study of calculated blast pressures. The pressures for two extreme values of A/d are shown
in Fig. 13. These may be compared with the results for the simulated cube (l/d = 0.88) shown in
Fig. llb. The calculations were made on cylinders with a constant length of 5.07 cm. The
observed scaling with the cube root of the mass was applied to these data to obtain the variation
of peak pressure with ,4/d for constant mass (mass of a 2-in. cube) shcnvn in Fig. 14. If a minimum
blast pressure of 0.18 GPa (calculated value for a 2-in. donor cube) is assumed to be necessary for
the detonation of a 2-in. acceptor cube, then the critical separation distance is a maximum for l/d
-1, and decreases for any change of .tId. This observation ignores the effect of the duration of the
detonation products shock pressure, however, and thus should be considered with caution.

The difference between end-on and side-on placement of the acceptor was also determined
from a study of blast pressures. The calculated pressures in a direction parallel to the steel back-
ing plate for the side-on case are shown in Fig. 15. These are compared with the pressures along
the cylinder axis of the simulated cube for the end-on case in Fig. 16. The detonation products
shock wave does not hit the side-on acceptor symmetrically, but the consequences of this effect
are not known, and a calculation of this three-dimensional phenomenon is not possible with 2DE.
The side-on blast wave is calculated also from the curved cylindrical face, rather than from a
planar cube face. The exact calculation for the cube would also require a three-dimensional code.
We can infer from Fig. 16, however, a critical separation distance of less than 2.5 cm for the side-
on case of 2-in. cubes of VRO, compared with the calculated value of 3.63 cm for the end-on case.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have modeled successfully the sympathetic detonation of small cylindrical samples of
rocket propellants using the 2DE code with Forest Fire bum rate. The results of the calculations
are in very good agreement with experimental observations.

We can predict other results from a consideration of run distances, blast wave pressures, and
induced pressures in the acceptor. The necessary condition for detonation of the acceptor
cylinder is that the length of run to detonation be less than approximately 0.75 times the radius of
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the acceptor. This run length is then convertedto a necessaryminimum induced pressurein the
acceptorby means of the Pop plot. The blast pressure required to induce this pressure is obtained
from

pB = 0.02483 p;iz ,

with the pressures in GPa. The distance from the donor at which this blast pressure will occur can
be determined for VRO from the pressure vs distance plots of Figs. 12, 14, or 16. These pressure
curves may be scaled by the cube root of the mass for different size donors. The variation of blast
pressure for the different propellants is very small, and can probably be ignored. The effect of a
different method of initiation of the donor cylinder, such as sympathetic detonation or flying
plate impact, can be approximated by subtracting the length of run to detonation from the total
length to obtain an effective length. This defines a different entry condition for the blast pressure
curves.

Note that this model and the conclusions drawn from it apply only to single shock initiated
detonations in the absence of any fragments.

STEEL PLATE

SEPARATION
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DISTANCE
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J2 CAP
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.:=- ---
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Fig. 1.
Schematic test setup for sympathetic
tion experiment. (4 ft. = 1.2192 m.)

detona-
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Fig. 2.
Lead witness cylinders from sympathetic detonation experiments, 2-in. cubes of VRO. Numbering from the
left, 1 and 2 show a high-order detonation, 3 is marginal, 4-7 show the results of iesser reaction, and 8 is an
original for comparison.
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APPENDIX A

EQUATION OF STATE

The HOM equation of state is used to solve for pressure P and temperature T in a cell, with
specific volume V and specific internal energy I as input. The shock velocity U, and the particle
velocity Up are related by

Um=c+ sup.

The equations for a solid are. .

P. = C’(V, – v)/[vo – S(V, – v)]’

x

in

1~

=.ln V

T~=F+GX +HXz+IXs+JX’

= (1/2) P#lo – v)

P = (7/V) (1 – 1.) + P.

T = (1 – 1.) (23 890)/Cv + TK

The equations for a gas are

x =ln V

Y=,4n P,

Y= A+ BX+CX2+DXS+EX4

.CnIi= K+ LY+MY2+NY8+OY4

Ii= Ii– Z

lnT, =Q+RX+SX2+TXt+UX4

–1//3 = R + 2SX + 3TXX + 4UXS

P = [1/(~V)] (I – 1,) + P,

T = (I – Ii) (23 890)/C; + Ti

The solution for a cell with more than one component is based on combinations
equations.l.z

of these

The equation-of-state parameters used in this study are tabulated in Table A-I. The units are
volume (cm*/g), energy (Mbar-cma/g), pressure (Mbar), temperature (K), velocity (cm/ps), and
heat capacity (cal/g-K).
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VRO

1.95500000000E-01
i2.20000000000E+00
5.99372212~~5E-#1

-1.428545801OOE+II1
‘1.55490810707E+0tl

2.49789W&336E+Ol
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3.30131100000t10E-tll
5.45553737043E-01
1.~3500000000E-04
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-2.29024912291E+tIIl

3. 16S045111752E-CI1

VRP

1.99000000000E-01 D
2. ~~Ul]~U~~~~~E+~U E

–5.4C1502394255E+II0 K
-4.S6U25SS9997E+I)1 I_
-7.54072015339E+01 M
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3. lSt)97259766E-111 z

VTQ

1.9=00000#000E-01
2.23000000000E+00
S.%2606573241E–01

-1.307711444275E+01
3. C15673979749E+O0
3. C168tI~136099:3E+121
2. 132503511559E+01
1.500U0000000E+00
3.300013000t1013E-01
5.399568d3456E-111
1.7~01313000000E-04

-3.5S6474SO079E+O0
-2.291466313829E+O0

3.11339201717E-01

1)

E
K
L
M
N
❑

G!
R
s
T
lJ

c ‘“
z

-3.99~~~52#8~~E-~2

1.92~~372Q6~8~–~3

-1.564222721162E+I)II
5.23’~37~~~~75E-~1

7.259S2S54693E-02
5.2S2359SS917E-113
1.43028333133E-114
7.945797111924E+IICI

-4.6775731X1585E-CI1
1. 1879159561151E-01

-1.73023S03935E-02
9.31272114S67E-04

5. 00000000000E-01
l.co~~~~~~~~(ltlE-~l

–3.9457470071 OE–02
1.S6437978542E-U3

–1.57124113947E+01)

5.3513652C1243E-111
“7.6713E17[16S03E-02
5.76342096779E–03
1.6113563S5EK37E-(14
7.962404S571 lE+~~

–4. s22267cIc132EtE-01

1.20767251719SE-01
-1.7C123C199C1191E-112

S.S613S770915E-114
5.0000000000ilE-01
l.~l]~~l)uOOO~~E-~l

-:3. S411652C12171E-112
1.=1393039475E-0:3

-1.566876BI1661E+II0
5.28664483962E–01
7.311767018647E-C12
5.3Q349447649E-113
1.43461617399E-124

7.9272531 0775E+00
-4.74542294271E–01

1.20944307504E-01
–1.74S92025065E–02

9.33356217842E–04

5. 00000000000E–01
l.~~~~~~~~~~~E-~l
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TABLE A-I (cent)

VOP

2.430 tI000CIOOCIE-01
1.87900001) OCIOE+p0

-1.31440849980E+01
-8. 520228114900E+01
–1.41271692413E+02
-9.96282582660E+01
-2.35782395000E+01

1.50#00000000E+00
3.30000000000E-01
5.23560209424E-01
1. 1696500CIOOOE-04

-3.5’3225007104E+00
-2.25139C195825E+O0

3. O7O83271O71E-O1

D
E
K
L
M
N
❑

R
R
s
T
u
c’
z

Steel

4.5=000000000E–01 J
1.51000000000E+00

-3.S23825S7453E+03 c
-7. 03211954024E+03 b’
-4.S2670213890E+03
-1.4667S402118E+03

Air

-4.506U254268SE+O0
-1.2754611062SE+OO
-3.742766002’32E-03

1.23929236747E-02
–2.07694122929E-03
-1.6265!5447438E+O0

9. 05283146618E-02
2.69004997726E-03

-5.435S3122192E–05

❑

G!

R

s“
T
u
c’

z
v

-3.3838810582OE-O2
3.26317134386E-04

-1.56957579960E+O0
5.63240444400E-01
9. 1447685953tlE-Ct2
8.6111489123411E-03
3.20340178820E-04
8. 051138175420E+O0

-4.752986811 ~OE-01

1. 00767476473E-O i
5.25836857190E-03

-4.216288592CIOE-03
5. 000#OOOOOOOE-Oi
l. OOOOOOOOOOi)E-Oi

-1.66391615983E+03
2. 0000OOOOOOOE+OO
1. 07000000000E–01
1.263104711OOE–O1
1. 17000000000E-05

–1.5852189533SE-06
8.226445S1441E+O0

–2.51525130950E–01
-1.34446940047E–02

1.4OS71O16422E-O2
–2.18132189985E-03

5. 00000000000E-01
lwOOOOOOOOOOOE–O1

8.65224000000E+02
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APPENDIX B

FOREST FIRE BURN RATE

The mass fraction of unburned explosive W is defined as W = 1 for pure solid, and burns to gas-
eous products, W = O, according to a pressure-dependent rate law based on experimental data.’”a
The rate R is defined for pressure P in Mbars and time t in us by

R = (l/W) (dW/dt) ,

N
h R = ~ C,Pi-’ .

i=l

The limiting conditions set R = Ofor P less than a specified cutoff pressure and R = ~ (W+ Oim-
mediately) when P reaches the C-J pressure. The rate parameters used in this study are
tabulated in Table B-I.

TABLE B-I

FOREST FIRE RATE PARAMETERS

VRo

C-J PRESSURE = .292 CUT–OFF PREE-5URE = . 003

C(I=1315) = -1.56 CIS324717CIE+01 1.1 0033337470E+03 –6. 38451144528 CIE+04
2.56319147400E+06 -6.8615942546 0E+07

–1. 627925297311E+1 O
1. 2593 C1251590E+C19

1.5105365 OII6OE+11 -1. 0159696~460E+12
4. 95447961760E+12 -1.73271 OOS47OE+13 4. 23221598690E+13

-6. 85tIS9273350E+~3 6. 60059788540E+13 –2.864C151 C19130E+13

C–J PRESSURE = .296 CUT-OFF PRESSURE = . 0C13

C< I=lS 13> = -1. 19363902480E+01 3.45272091460E+02 -3. 8525173784 CIE+03
–6. 46454623070 E+C14 3. 46658142630E+06 -6. 61456246930E+07

7. 43123174580E+OS -5.431669191 OOE+II9
+3. 642586418 SOE+1 O 1.795592391311E+11

2. 65689688720E+1 O
–2. 15698911880E+11

1. 140031129SOOE+11

VTQ

C-J PRESSURE = .302 CIJT–UFF PRESSURE = . 003

C<I=1S15> = –1.2831444411OE+CI1 9.65846203640E+02 -6. 1185473711611E+04
2.67124416920E+06 -7.74S5548201 0E+07 1.537281648SOE+09

-2. 1447556268CIE+1 O 2;1453404523 OE+ll -1.5541928421OE+12
8. 1584S11109OE+12 -3.0698283005 0E+13 S.06429562810E+13

–1.4035295599 0E+14 1.4535257742 0E+14 -6.77786939670E+13
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TABLE B-I (cent)

VOP

C-J PRES51JRE = .31s CUT-13FF PRE55UI?E = .003

These Forest Fire parameters are derived from the experimentally determined Pop plots. The
equation of the Pop plot is

.lnx=A+BlnP,

with the run distance xincm and the pressure Pin Mbars. The Pop plots are shownin Fig. 17.
The parameters are given in Table B-II.

TABLE B-II

POP PLOT PARAMETERS

A B

VRo –7.20628 –2.43068
VRP –7.520548 –2.550833
VTQ –5.263 –1.706
VOP –5.299277 –1.613201
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